
W E A R I N G  M A S K S
W I T H  H E A R T
Do you need to wear a face mask? People may feel threatened or confused seeing you
this way. We came across the fantastic idea of PPE Portraits, and have adapted the
instructions of Dr Cati Brown-Johnson (see photo) of Stanford Medicine.
 
We also suggest before your shift, spend some time preparing your inner self. Use
whatever works for you: pause, breathe, pray, meditate, feel the ground beneath your
feet, remember why you are here...

Please be aware that in COVID-19 infected contexts, this idea will need to be adapted
to fit in with your specific infection control and PPE strategy and protocols.

Save files in an easily retrieved manner (lastname_firstname)
Consider shared drive so others can assist with printing
Print pictures on large matte stickers - four per page. Available from
barcodes.com.au SKU:LA404 OR plain paper
Think about the best process to store and apply the labels
Consider laminating and cleaning for re-use

Organisation tips

Smartphone and printer AND 
4x5 labels (4 per page) (matte) and portrait template, OR 
Plain A4 paper, scissors, binder clips or tape/Post-It notes

Equipment

Diffuse light (not direct sunlight)
Close crop around head - don't crop the bottom of the face
Look directly into the lens
Stand back and use zoom function to avoid distortions
Prompt: What's the smile you want the older person to see?

Photo tips
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Using the photo
If it’s a sticker, affix portrait to chest at heart level - offering
warmth and care “from the heart”. If it’s printed on paper, get
creative! Tape, binder clips and even Post-It notes will work.
Binder clips at the top have the best hold, but must be
disinfected if used again.

www.meaningfulageing.org.au
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